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Smooth Away Zones Agility enhances the ball's control in tight spaces, bringing more control to slippery aerials and passes in tight and crowded areas. Balancing mobility and balance has been a key focus with the development of HyperMotion, and new re-worked tools have been added to aid with this.
Compound Joystick: Players can now choose to control EA SPORTS FIFA's controls with a compound stick or mouse. Switching between both methods can be made with one button in the first person and another in the third person. Gameplay Flow: Under the hood, the core gameplay logic of FIFA is also getting
a revamp to improve flow and freedom of movement. This will mean players are able to do more things in open space, while also making it easier to play through the midfield. Leg Changing Tool: Many players adjust their own legs when receiving a pass. With the new leg changing tool, players can move their

leg when receiving a pass rather than having to hold their own leg. This leg movement will be more intuitive in some situations when players are moving their legs to block off an incoming pass. Ball and Dribble Control: Players are able to control the ball with a tighter radius by dragging the sticks more
quickly. Players can also create more potent dribble moves by changing direction more swiftly. Passing: Players are able to adjust the speed at which they pass the ball to other players. This makes it easier to play with your back to the goal and in tight spaces. FIFA’s first-person view is also being re-worked.

The camera will now stay close to the player at all times, and will naturally move to follow the player. In FIFA’s current first-person view, the camera is static and does not move with the player. This may improve the player experience of taking a shot and following a pass in tight spaces. Hover Over Player
Ornaments: An on-screen orb will now be shown to display the player’s influence in the match. As well as highlighting a player’s influence, this will also be used to highlight which players are affecting where. On-screen player influence will also be highlighted to show a more refined, tactical presentation of

player’s influence. Ball Sorting: FIFA will now keep track of multiple balls at once, allowing players to switch between multiple balls in a controlled fashion. Previously,

Features Key:

Four years of updated gameplay with ball physics and toceĺs more power.
Six new player types: forward, midfielder, defender and goalie.
More skills than ever before, including dribble controls and new Drive passes.
Improved ball physics with a focus on attacking play.
All-new Matchday experiences with new crowd animations and enhanced crowd chants.
Improved goalkeepers performance, with a more personalised goalkeeping mechanic for each player.
and with over 750 new animations. RUNS THE WORLD
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EA SPORTS FIFA World Class is the most authentic football videogame on the market, putting you in the heart of the game. It delivers the most complete football experience and enables players to master real-world skills and abilities, such as ball control, player movement and vision. Your FIFA Journey This
year, we have tailored FIFA to reflect the transition away from offline, single-player Football. We have introduced a number of new ways to engage with and play the game online. Whether you’re on a couch, using the latest TV platform, or taking on friends and rivals, FIFA will always be a platform that fits

seamlessly into your lifestyle. Discover Your FIFA Developed using a fully connected technology, which accurately reflects the physiological requirements of the sport – FIFA is more immersive, realistic and accessible than ever before. EA SPORTS FIFA is designed to evolve and adapt as technology improves
and we are constantly exploring new ways of personalising your experience and bringing the game together. The Game FIFA World Class is the flagship product of the FIFA series, and the most authentic simulation of world football. It is the only football videogame to incorporate the compulsory interchange

rule, tackle animation, and player movement based on energy recovery. For the first time in any sports videogame, you’ll be able to fully control your own identity, personalise your player and style your on-pitch performance. As you progress, learn from your mistakes and achieve true mastery. Discover Your
Team Over 120 authentic football clubs from 35 different countries await you to play as. Find your favourite team and rise through the ranks to become a star. Immerse yourself in a dynamic Career experience that allows you to manage your formation, tactics and even your training. FIFA is now bigger and

better than ever. It’s more inclusive than ever. And with new ways to share and play online, it’s now easier than ever to watch, share and play with friends and rivals. Gameplay New core gameplay improvements and gameplay advances will allow you to master real-world skills and abilities as you master the
ball. Move faster, jump higher and more efficiently. Immerse yourself in an environment that perfectly balances speed, control and ball direction. Interact with your environment by keeping the ball in a specific area or opening and closing the door. bc9d6d6daa
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One of the most popular additions to FIFA on the Wii™ and Xbox 360, Ultimate Team returns with FIFA 22. Enjoy a deeper level of ownership in FIFA by customizing players, selecting kits, and managing finances. The new Monthly Plans feature allows players to pay a single monthly fee for access to 10 players
across all Ultimate Team modes in FIFA, allowing them to focus on buying and selling real players. MY FIFA Soccer and MY FUT Soccer – MY FIFA Soccer and MY FUT Soccer have been enhanced with a new user interface, multiple gameplay modes, and new Club Legend players that will unlock with experience.

MY FUT Soccer – Update your FIFA franchise experience with the web portal that connects you to all players, jerseys, stadiums and kits in FIFA My FUT Soccer. Stay in touch with friends and compare player statistics. Buy and sell current and new players in a marketplace. You can even show off your
customization to the whole world. The latest version of MY FUT Soccer on the Wii U™ and Xbox 360 also includes the “ALL-STAR” Kit Collection available for download in the “News” section of FIFA website MY FIFA Soccer – Take an even closer look at your favorite teams and players as you’re provided with

feedback on each players attributes, abilities, and attributes. Plus, see every goal your favorite player has scored all in glorious HD. You can even highlight your favorite club and players by tapping on their ratings to unlock the exclusive content available only for that club or player. FUT WEB & SOCIAL –
Socialize and connect with friends using FIFA Website and FUT Social. Recommend players, teams, and kits to your friends and team-mates. Chat with them via Xbox Live and chat with the FIFA community. SmartGlass application – Using the FIFA SmartGlass™, you can get instant information from the game
while watching on the big screen. The information you need is always accessible by the simple touch of a button. Developed for the PS3 and Xbox 360, FIFA 11 will feature enhanced gameplay mechanics such as Real Touch, Full Player Move, Dynamic First Touch, more realistic player weighting and reaction,
and a completely revamped dribbling experience. New Career Mode has players in charge of both coaches and players, meaning clubs are more accountable to the player’s well being and progress, offering a much better experience than what has been seen before. New celebrations and special effects, the

most

What's new:

FIFA – New Exotic Player Faces
New Dynamic Tactical Create-a-Player system
New Tactical Defending AI
New Traffic/Urban Revolutions
NewGoalkeeper Controls
New Player Ratings

Multiplayer Modes:

New gameplay features
New in-game community features
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FIFA is the world's most popular soccer franchise. Play the world's most popular soccer game on your PC, Xbox 360™ or PS3™ with FIFA Ultimate Team™. Contents: FIFA™ 20 FIFA™ 21 FIFA™ 22
FIFA® 20 FIFA® 21 FIFA® 22 FIFA® 20 FIFA® 21 FIFA® 22 Contains: eSports Bundles: eSports Share This content requires the base game FIFA Ultimate Team™ + Official Game of the Year Edition.

Advertisement: Specifications FIFA 20 Content & features FIFA Ultimate Team Guides for League and Cup Play FIFA Ultimate Team mode is a free-to-play side of FIFA offering over 700 real and
fantasy players in a networked transfer system where you build and manage your own fantasy team. Every player has unique traits, including ability ratings, ratings boosts, favourite tiki-taka
styles and more. Use your exploits and Victor Valdés’s skills to win those transfer battles, and discover new ways to play in FIFA Ultimate Team modes like Leagues and Cups. Over 700 fully

licensed players from the world's top leagues, clubs and national teams, plus over 4,000 further FIFA players, give you a host of options in the search for that all-important second star. Leagues,
Cups and Tours FIFA 20 offers two new season modes: The new Leagues season, which showcases the new goalkeeper style of play, and Cups, which lets you enjoy your FIFA Ultimate Team™

strategy in the style of the game’s most exciting exhibition mode. You can also earn progress in the world’s biggest and most-watched tournaments, the FIFA World Cup™ and UEFA Champions
League™ as you compete for glory from qualifying through to the tournament finals. Game Day You’re never too far from a game on the pitch or on the training field, and the new Game Day

feature allows you to upload 360° content and catch virtual matches from virtually anywhere. Play with friends by hanging out, or let your imagination run wild in Create a Game, and pit your
friends against your creation. Youth Academy
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